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Mission & Objectives
The Merthyr Tydfil Global Village Festival was established in 2005 to celebrate the cultural
diversity and heritage of Merthyr Tydfil. The festival serves to celebrate the heritage and multicultural nature of the county borough through music, dance, art, film, voice and performance in an
inclusive way. The array of activity means that there is something for everybody; people can get
involved in workshops or just browse the stalls. There is also a more serious side to the festival,
one that seeks to remind us of our cultural roots, and welcome and inform newer residents about
life in Merthyr Tydfil.
The festival allows individuals, community groups and others to work toward some common goals:


the celebration of diversity,



the broadening of cultural horizons,



the welcoming of new people to the town



the promotion of a positive image of the county borough

In 2010 MTGV gained charitable status. It is run by 4 trustees and 12 committee members. All
members are involved in Global Village in a voluntary capacity and give up their time to be
involved in the planning, organizing and running of the festival. Many members of the MTGV
steering group, work at a grass roots level, with the people of Merthyr Tydfil and thus are uniquely
placed to gauge interest in this type of activity. Monthly meetings are held to plan and evaluate
each event. 2017 saw us continue our partnership with Merthyr Tydfil Housing Association. The
support they have provided this year in terms of bid-writing, administrative support, planning and
practical help has been immeasurable. The festival was held in September to separate it from
more commercial events that are held throughout the summer. This year’s theme was Equinox –
River of Light, Cyhydnos – Afon o Olau.

The festival gives newer and longer-term
residents of Merthyr Tydfil the opportunity
to get together and celebrate Merthyr’s
proud heritage and future.
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Pre-festival Activities
All Together Merthyr
Whilst the festival is an important part of our work MTGV also supports activities that bring people
together. So when we were approached to support All Together Merthyr through bid-writing we
were only too pleased. They secured £1,500 for football related activities through the Community
Chest.

A World of Song and Music
Dowlais Male Voice Choir kindly offered to hold a fundraising event for MTGV. This was held in
Hope & Market Square United Church and featured two young musicians, Harpist, Eve Price and
Flautist, Sally Price (no relation). The event attracted a crowd of almost 200 and raised £375 in
unrestricted funds.
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Parade Workshops
We received funding to hold pre-festival parade workshops. These were
based around the theme of Equinox River of Light.
6 workshops were targeted at youth groups and community leaders and
3 at the general public. We also held drumming workshops in 2 local
schools and in the community.

The workshops were useful because they gave us some ‘quick
and easy makes’ to undertake with young people
What worked well: In total 12 community leaders were provided with the skills to create their own
parade costumes in future and 125 young people took part in workshops. One young person made
a twitter video about his class’s involvement in samba drumming workshops:
https://twitter.com/hashtag/year6?src=hash
What needs improving: Unfortunately, this year only a few members of the public were involved
in parade workshops. We think this is due to the lateness of funding being confirmed and the lack
of adequate promotion beforehand. This also had an impact on the numbers taking part in the
parade itself on the festival day.
What we will do to improve: We will invite specific groups to apply for funding and run parade
workshops as part of the day.
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The Parade
The parade went from Llys Janice Rowlands, up the High Street, into St Tydfil’s Shopping Centre,
back onto the High Street and onto the festival site. It attracted attention and directed people to the
festival.

What worked well: The new festival route into St Tydfil’s Shopping Centre worked very well, it
attracted attention without causing any hold-up to traffic.
What needs improving: Numbers of people taking part in the parade were down on last year. WE
had almost the same number of stewards as those taking part in the parade.
What we will do to improve: Both the Scouts group and Fantasy Feet have already indicated
they would like to be part of next year’s parade. We will make sure arrangements are in place well
in advance and invite other groups to be involved too.
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Attendance & Festival Site
The festival was located on Penderyn Square in the heart of the town with offsite events being
held in St Tydfil’s Shopping Centre, Soar Theatre, Red House and the New Crown Inn. The layout
of the main site was slightly different this year with a smaller performance tent and more stalls and
food vendors. This brought back the village feel as one stall holder stated:

The way the stalls were set up was better. The reason for this is the fact that
all were together in one area – much more like a family.

It was great to see the cross section of age-groups taking part in both performances and workshop
activity, from art and craft to dance, music and song. The attendance was around the same as last
year. Attendance figures are worked out based on two headcounts one taken mid-morning and
one mid-afternoon. The average of these two headcounts is then multiplied by 8 (45 minute = 1).
This is not a perfect measurement because the audience fluctuates over time but it gives us a
basis on which to work. This figure is triangulated with information from workshop attendance and
stall holders comments. Attendance at offsite activities held in specific venues is easier to count.
So for example, 20 people attended Ken Elias’ talk on His Life & work, 300 people took part in
Soar activities and 200 people attended events in the New Crown Inn. There was also a large
rolling audience in the Shopping Centre (estimated at 500 through the scheduled event time). This
gives us the figure of 4,500 – 5,000 people.
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What worked well: Due to budget constraints we had a smaller marquee this year but
reconfigured it so that we had more of an audience than in previous years.
What needs improving: Room at the side of the stage was cramped and if it had been raining
there would have been issues with keeping musician and their instruments dry.
What we will do to improve: We will have a stewarded, musicians waiting area at the rear of the
stage.
Off-site performances
This year, for the first time some performers were asked to perform on the main stage and also in
the town centre. The rationale for this was to encourage a larger audience and to promote what
was happening on the main site. Llwydoed Brass Band, Dowlais Male Voice Choir and Sam
Mbogo Dance & Drumming took part.
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We also had events in Red House, Canolfan Soar & The New Crown Inn

What worked well: There was a good attendance at offsite events.
What needs improving: This wasn’t adequately captured in photographs and there was no
obvious link between the festival sites.
What we will do to improve: Assign a dedicated off-site photographer. Look at developing street
art that will link the sites.
On the day workshops & arts activities
There were a range of workshop and arts activities on the day, ranging from 30 minute workshops
to a 5 minute light show. These were very well supported. Highlights included Malarky Arts’ Light
Show, Captain Cat and the Sailors and Fantasy Feet Dance workshop. People of all ages got
involved.

I thought the workshops were really well organised this year. The Boards around the
place letting people know what was going on were a real help in attracting people.

.
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There were lots of activities available for all ages.
What worked well: Having stewards to encourage people to join in the workshops. There were
over 600 attendees.
What needs improving: We need to make better linkages between main site and workshop
areas, ensure numbers taking part are recorded and activities are photographed. We also need to
encourage stall holders to publicise their activities better.
What we will do to improve: We will create street art that will be displayed between the venues
during the festival. Ensure participants are recorded and that stall holders publicise their activities
rather than wait for people to ask.
Overview of the day
The festival parade kicked things off on stage…and the colour continued with Fantasy Feet Dance
Academy who made a colourful opening with dances from around the world…...
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There was a great variety of performances for a diverse community.
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There was music from Wales….

and from other parts of the world…..

This was the best Global Village we've attended. Everything seemed really organised
and tight. No improvement suggestions from us.
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But often it was a mixture of the two…

Some wanted to perform together…
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And some alone…

Some encouraged audience participation…
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And some just brought us to our feet…

Whilst others moved us to tears with their meaningful words and inspiring sentiments…
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What worked well: The stage set-up was good, with change overs being well managed.
What needs improving: On and off stage access could be better and some acts had equipment
on stage before their allotted time.
What we will do to improve: Have a designated volunteer to help with stage set-up as in
previous years. Look at stage access.
This year we handed the stage over to young people for one hour. They were asked to plan,
promote and compere what happened on stage. This brought three new acts to the festival, one
spoken word and two groups of young musicians.
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What worked well: Three new acts were introduced to the GV audience. One young person
gained a lot of experience in planning, booking acts and compering.
What needs improving: Initial ideas came from a group of young people but only a few turned up
on the day to support.
What we will do to improve: Look at ways to ensure continued buy-in from young people
involved.
And let’s not forget the craft and information stalls….

We had the best day! There was loads to do. We really enjoyed everything and took part
in loads of things. I did Samba, and dancing, and drumming, and I did the light show and
bought ice-cream and went on the fire engine…..

Lots of activities were available for all ages.
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And the chance to catch up and have a natter…

What worked well: The village feel was brought back to Global Village via the layout. (Although
not everyone liked the stalls being outside the main marquee).
What needs improving: Due to an administrative error evaluation forms were not provided on the
day meaning that it was difficult to get feedback after the event.
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What we will do to improve: Ensure that forms are provided at the start of the day.

Evaluation
Each year we ask people who attend the festival to fill in an evaluation leaf with the opportunity of
winning a prize hamper (adult & child hampers). This year’s winners were:
Children’s Raffle: Joe aged 10, who loved the music, and Caitlin aged 10, who drew a smiley
heart and 4 kisses.
Adult’s Raffle: Gordon Thomas from Pant, who enjoyed the musical events and heard about the
event through the local newspaper , and Rhys Phillips from Treharris, who volunteered at the
event and enjoyed the stalls and music.

Feedback from the general public
The tables below show some of the feedback we received this year.
We asked people what they liked best, how they found out about the event and how it could be
better. This a selection of what they said…
Dances & folk music. Suggestion: to advertise the event in local schools
The musical events. Heard about the event from the local press
Lots of activities available for all ages. Heard about event via Facebook
Great! Need more, make it longer. Heard about the event via email
Fab day!
All performers were brilliant. Heard about the event from MTCBC
Martial Arts Dance -get Gatka. Heard about the event from a friend
Enjoyed mixing with different people. Heard about the event via the posters.
All of it, it’s all great. Been before.
Excellent Show, well done!
Holl caneuon o wahanol lefydd (all the songs from different places). Mwy o fwyd wahanol
(more of the different foods). Ffrindiau (heard about the event from friends)
The variety of cultures. Suggestions: the stalls back inside the marquee. Heard about the event
from family.
Fantastic! Keep up the good work.
Warm atmosphere and a variety of performers. Community like feel to it. Heard about the
event from a friend
Martial Arts dancers. Heard about the event from the cadets.
Malcolm Edward’s workshop. Heard about the event from a friend.
Dancers. Heard about the event from the college.
Excellent harp - Arwen
Everyone pulling together as a community to celebrate diversity, cultures and workshops.
Larger marquee. More seating. Heard about the event from friends.
Captain Cat & The Sailors. More of the same (smiley face). Heard about the event from
Facebook.
The stands. Not really any suggestions. Heard about the event because I’m an air cadet
helping out.
Arwen & Olivia. Harp dance. No suggestions-perfect.
Loved it and think it’s great! No suggestions – excellent event. Heard about the event because
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I sang with Merthyr Aloud
The stalls and the music. Heard about the event through the cadets.
Very cultural & a good variety. Heard about the event through Facebook
The stalls and the music. Heard about the event through the cadets.
Suggestions: on a bigger scale. Heard about the event via Facebook.
Friendly happy atmosphere. Heard about the event from the posters.
Gatka Group although everyone was brilliant. Suggestions: more chairs? Thank you for a great
day. Heard about the event via the posters.
Great day. Keep up the good work (smiley face). Heard about the event via social media and
family
Parade and dancing. Send posters & leaflets to schools to advertise. Heard about the event
because I have a granddaughter in the dance group.
Brilliant event
Liked the dancers and the choir
Yes, I’d like to be kept informed.
Great variety of performances for diverse community. No suggestions - love it! Heard about
the event via Facebook.
I enjoyed the dancing & the range of events. I think the stage could possibly have been a bit
bigger for the dancers. I heard about the event through my college.
More local music groups. Young people
The music
Picture of hearts and a smiley face
The music and dancing
Hola man was really good (smiley face). It would be nice to have it carry on for many years
with even more things.
The Gatkha Group (sikh dancers) More of the same (smiley face)
Lots of smiley faces drawn.
I want Gatkha next year
Lots of multi-coloured hearts drawn.
I liked Dowlais Choir. Heard about the event from Mam-gu
Music and stalls. Bigger place, but amazing turn out.

Feedback from our Performance / Workshop Facilitators
We also asked our performers for feedback:
The stage/ sound set-up was excellent. We were ready to go in about 10 minutes which is a
record for us! This was the best Global Village we've attended. Everything seemed really
organised and tight. No improvement suggestions from us.
Your staff were extremely helpful, especially as we had one choir member in a wheelchair, and
one using crutches.
Practical suggestion... Would it be easier for performers to access and leave the stage at
opposite ends of the stage, if there is room for this in the marquee?
For next year Merthyr Tydfil Youth Music has scheduled members of the orchestra to play. It’s
on our annual plan. I like the equinox theme, balance etc. Fits well with the ethos of the
festival. Might be worth the same time again? The sun and moon characters were great.
The event was good I like the idea of going to the people. In town centre, therefore we can
try maybe next time to do the same.
I particularly loved the multicultural basis of the event the only suggestions I could make would
perhaps to have some more interactive stalls perhaps allowing participants to learn more about
the cultural partners attending by doing things with them.
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I think where the stage was set up this year was better than last year. Casual passers-by could
see it and wanted to walk to it. Last year I felt that, everyone had to walk quite a way to get to
the stage.
Our only dancer on the day was so popular. We had received praise from all sections of the
public from the youngest to the oldest for our dance as well as the costume. They all wanted to
be photo’d with the dancer. For us, it was a real success.
We appreciated the help getting all the drums over to the Redhouse. We all really enjoyed the
day and hope to be part of it again next year. We are also very open to the idea of doing
workshops with the local community before the event so that they could also perform with us.
I thought it went well. The new marquee worked although i do prefer the old version with the
stalls inside, felt like more of a get together. The crowd as always was responsive and in tune
with the main message of the festival. Diolch once again, Pentre Byd Eang is one of the things I
look forward to in my annual calendar

These are some of the comments received from stall holders.
The day was brilliant, very busy. A lot of people were talking about how much they loved the
stalls and entertainment. I liked the variation of both stalls and entertainment (and workshops).
There was something for everyone.
The way the stalls were set up was better. The reason for this is the fact that all were together
in one area – much more like a family. Last year, Thai stall was away from everyone and
everything.
The stalls were great, I heard everything going on. But advertising is still an issue.
We thought the set-up in 2016 was better with the information stalls being in with the
entertainment as more people visited the stands.
The festival is great but definitely needs to be promoted better. A lot of people we spoke to
were unaware of what the festival was about. The message of the festival is so important but
needs to be clearer.
I didn’t sell very much but people have contacted me since and made bookings so it was really
worthwhile.

We thank everyone for their suggestions. We will bear these in mind when planning for
next year.
What worked well: There was more choice of food available this year.
What needs improving: One food stall arrived late which meant a vehicle was trying to
manoeuvre just as the parade arrived on-site. This had the potential to be a risk.
What we will do to improve: No late stalls to be allowed onsite until the Health & Safety Officer
authorises it.
What worked really well

As with any event of this nature there are things to be improved. We have tried to include these in
the narrative. There were however things that worked really well:


As usual, an excellent set up and take down by the marquee company and by the stage
and lighting companies.
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Security worked really well again this year, with the right tone being set by the company. All
staff were helpful on the day and commented on the friendly nature of the event.



We recruited 45 volunteers (not including trustees) who gave over 744 hours of service.



SWP were very positive with regards to the atmosphere at the event.



Tesco once again provided the food and drink for volunteers on the day which was very
much appreciated!

The Mayor even found time during his busy schedule to say a few words

My first time being involved with the Scouts as I’ve either been working or away on
previous years! We would really like to be involved again next year … maybe even
having our younger sections to make banners and take part in the parade. Thanks
again! Looking forward to next year.
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Finally, the Merthyr Tydfil Global Village Trustees would like to thank all the volunteers who give of
their time throughout the year and those who helped to make the day run smoothly, especially
Merthyr Housing Association Staff (it wouldn’t have happened this year without your input),
Antonia Pompa, Bethan Bartlett and the rest of the MTGV committee, Phil Pulley Rheidol Services
Ltd, the staff and media students (film crews) at The College Merthyr, St John Ambulance, Merthyr
Scouts, and the members of 415 Squadron Air Cadets. Special mention needs to go to Phyl
Griffiths who, once again, volunteered to compere the festival through the medium of Welsh &
English and did so admirably and Rob Imiolczyk from Merthyr College (ably assisted by Mike this
year) who helps with the set-up every year and keeps us calm when we panic. We really value
everybody’s input.
We’d also like to say a huge thank you to all our supporters, funders and sponsors without which
the event could not have survived this long!

‘Diolch yn Fawr’
‘Thank You’
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